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Julian Andrews

Elizabeth Biggart in
her new extension

Can you build
it? Yes, you can
Even if you don’t have a great
neighbour to share the stresses
and costs of a home extension,
creating more space needn’t be a
nightmare. Here are Home’s top
tips, whether you’re extending
outwards, upwards or sideways.

The Biggarts converted their extension into a kitchen and dining room

Leslie Hoover, left, went for a more open-plan design
Le

n Once you’ve decided where you
want to extend, how much space
you need and what your budget is,
work out if you need the services
of an architect. They will charge
about £70 an hour for an initial
consultation, but are recommended
if you want something more
exciting than a simple lean-to. The
Royal Institute of British Architects
(architecture.com) lists members
by location and specialisms.
n Does your project require
planning permission? Many
conversions and extensions
don’t, but it will depend on factors
such as size, number of storeys,
and whether your home is in a
conservation area. Visit www.
planningportal.gov.uk for more
information and an interactive guide.

A single, larger space is ideal for entertaining

Everybody needs go od neighbours

After a chat over the garden fence, two West London nurses decided to extend their homes — together. It could have been a

L

eslie Hoover and Elizabeth
Biggart are the rarest of
Londoners: neighbours who
actually like each other. So
much so that while the two
nurses chatted in the back
garden of Hoover’s house one
summer evening, bemoaning
the state of the 1970s conservatories
clinging to the rear of their homes,
Hoover had a light-bulb moment. Why
not knock them down and rebuild them,
using the same architect?
Biggart, 51, who works as a clinical
nurse manager, immediately saw the
sense of sharing the costs and the
stresses. Like Hoover, 58, she loved the
area — Hammersmith, west London —
but was finding her three-bedroom
Victorian terraced home increasingly
cramped. After a discussion with her
husband, James, 47, a banker, everyone
was agreed: they would extend into
their gardens, getting rid of the sorry-

looking conservatories in the process.
Hoover, who is single and works in
general practice, had admired the work
of Matt Keeler, the founder of the locally
based KSKa architects, during a visit to a
house in the Open House London weekend (where architecturally interesting
properties are opened to the public). In
2007, the pair commissioned him to design and oversee the project.
It wasn’t only the architect’s services
that the neighbours decided to share:
they used the same builder, bought many
of the same furnishings, split tile and
paint samples, used the same storage
space to house furniture during the build
and hired the same removal men to
transport it — all the while securing
heavy discounts for placing twice the
amount of business.
While their homes are identical, the
pair wanted different things from their
similarly sized extensions. (Hoover’s
measures 409 sq ft and the Biggarts’

space is 376 sq ft.) “They have different
lifestyles, so had very different briefs,”
says Keeler, adding that, individually,
each project would have been too small
for him to consider, but doing both
made it worthwhile. “Leslie is an
extrovert who loves to travel and
entertain,” he says, “while Elizabeth and
James have a young, spirited family,
with two children and a menagerie
of pets.”
The extensions were completed in
March 2009. Comprising glass and
wood, they exude Nordic chic. Inside,
both spaces are modern, light and
design-conscious without being sterile;
they were even shortlisted for New
London Architecture’s Don’t Move,
Improve! competition last year.
Hoover, who hosts committee
meetings at home as well as parties, has
a living area with no internal walls, with
the ceilings supported by steel joists. It
was designed to accommodate lots of

people in one place, and feels very
spacious as a result.
The Biggarts, on the other hand, have
created three separate areas in the same
space: a galley kitchen, with marble
worktops and double-height glass roof;
a dining area overlooking the garden,
and an all-green “snug”. Running
parallel to the kitchen, this room has a
custom-made sofa, desk and soundproofed sliding doors that cocoon the
kids — Iona, 12, and Hamish, 9 — from
the rest of the house. It is a space that
has to work hard, but manages not to
feel cramped. “It did feel as if we were
being asked to fit a quart into a pint pot,”
says Keeler.
So, after two years of working
together — including the time it took to
get planning permission, which,
fortunately, presented no problems —
are they still chatting amiably over the
garden fence?
“Bizarrely, there weren’t any issues,”

says Biggart, who puts this down to good
communication, their ability to listen,
be considerate and have mutual respect.
“We’re bossy nurses and we know
what we want,” adds Hoover. “At the
same time, we all want to stay where we
are, so you’re not going to try to fall out
with each other. In fact, we propped
each other up emotionally throughout.”
Appreciative gestures certainly oiled
the wheels of goodwill: Hoover, for
example, allowed the workmen to use
her house as the site entrance for both
homes, leaving the Biggarts’ house
relatively undisturbed. As a thank-you,
the Biggarts paid for the new adjoining
wall separating their gardens and
arranged for a tree that was getting too
big to be removed from Hoover’s garden.
“I appreciated Leslie’s generosity,”
says Biggart, “and if someone is
generous, you wish to reciprocate.”
Money could have been a sticking
point, although the neighbours say it

disaster. Instead, they saved a fortune, says Jessie Hewitson — and built a lasting friendship
disas
was never a problem, as Keeler kept a
tally of all costs, and the two households
were billed separately. Hoover did go
over her £50,000 budget, though. Her
total costs, including moving the
kitchen to another part of the house,
ended up at about £70,000. Meanwhile,
the Biggarts spent £100,000, including
furniture, computers and the multicoloured chandelier in the kitchen, with
a build cost of £50,000.
Hoover estimates that the collaboration has saved the neighbours at least
£10,000 each, while Keeler puts the total
saving far higher, suggesting that as
much as 25% has been shaved off costs
this way. This includes a saving of
£1,000 apiece on two identical sets of
bi-folding doors — which link the
extensions to the garden and, when
folded, all but disappear — as well as
the same slate-effect porcelain tiles,
bought for £4 per square foot rather
than £6.50, which is what it would

THE WOMEN HAVE
SAVED AT LEAST
£10,000 EACH
THROUGH THE
COLLABORATION

have cost had they been buying solo.
The Biggarts also saved money when
Hoover allowed the builders to use her
home as a base: this kept disruption to
their household to a minimum, and
allowed the family to stay put instead of
moving into rented accommodation.
“I knew we wouldn’t fall out, because
I’m used to human nature and how
people work under stress,” says Biggart.
“I knew Leslie wouldn’t suddenly turn
awkward, and she’s remained true to
her character.”
Not everyone was convinced the
partnership was a good idea. Biggart’s
husband, James, certainly had his
reservations: “He was circumspect
because he is very sensible,” says
Biggart. “While he loves Leslie, the
reality is that neighbours do fall out. But
he was very glad to be proved wrong —
we’ve just been amazingly lucky.”
Friends of Hoover’s were also
surprised to learn of the arrangement

— and couldn’t believe it would end
harmoniously — while their builder
was, at the start of the project, “very
wary” about it all, says Hoover.
The other neighbours have all given
the extensions their seal of approval,
too. In fact, it has all been such a success
that Hoover and Biggart have now
embarked on another neighbourly
project together: adopting a pair of cats
from a local rescue home.
KSKa architects; 020 8743 1984,
www.kska.co.uk
For further inspiration, visit the Don’t
Move, Improve! exhibition catalogue at
newlondonarchitecture.org
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For floor plans and a photo
tour of how they did it, go to
thesundaytimes.co.uk/home

n Even if you don’t need planning
permission, you may still need
building-regulations approval for
improvements such as double
glazing and underpinning
foundations. Contact your local
council to find out.
n Unless you are extremely handy,
you’ll want a great builder, who can
keep things on time and budget. Get
recommendations from friends, or
visit the Federation of Master
Builders website, www.fmb.org.uk,
to find members in your area, and
get at least three quotes.
n Remember that if you are
including green features, and
keen to reduce energy costs, visit
energysavingtrust.org.uk, which
provides building tips, as well as
discounts and grants.
n Talk to your neighbours before
work begins, not only to warn them
of the noise, but because they may
need to agree to some works —
the Party Wall Act 1996 covers
shared walls, boundary walls and
excavations. It could save angry
words later on.
n To get quotes from tradesmen
and craftsmen in your area, visit
localtraders.com. Alternatively, to
keep costs down, consider doing
the decorating yourself.
Emma Wells

